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church, losing his status, and losing more respect from others. The church’s former church members’ catty 
behavior does not make it easy for the couple either. The gossip amongst members and media placed extra 
strain on the couple. Lee is the prime example of how some Black men struggle with their identity and 
mental health because of their environment growing up. 

Even the competing church couple, Keon and Shaura Sumpter, were obsessed with keeping a particular 
image because the stronger the couple looked, the more followers, which meant more money. My only 
assumption is that the Sumpters will have a similar demise as Lee-Curtis and Trinite because they were 
hyper-focused on getting members and acting petty towards the other couple. 

When it comes to religion saving marriages, I tend to think prayer and therapy can work together to resolve 
issues a couple has. Sometimes it may mean parting ways to have peace and not struggle in an unhappy 
marriage. But some of us do not see this as an obstacle, which is interesting because there are still a lot of 
single people, and divorce rates have increased since the 60s. 

Honk for Jesus. Save Your Soul is an entertaining and hilarious film. Regina Hall and Sterling K. Brown 
had great performances, showing their comedic chops and range. It was developed by sisters Adanne Ebo 
and Adamma Ebo and based on their short film with the same name. You can catch the movie in 
theaters and on Peacock on September 2, 2022. I highly recommend it!Felipe Patterson, aka Dapper Dr. Feel, is a freelance writer and creative. #BlackLoveConvo & Entertainment contributor. 

The burgeoning southern gentleman is always looking for a great film to review and an inspirational story to write. He 
volunteers with autism awareness projects and hopes to mentor other young Black men. @DapperDrFeel. By Dapper Dr. Feel

Synopsis: As the proud first lady of a Southern Baptist megachurch, Trinitie Childs 
carries immense responsibility on her shoulders. Her church, Wander To Greater Paths, 
once served a congregation in the tens of thousands. Still, after a scandal involving her 
husband, Pastor Lee-Curtis Childs, forced the church to close temporarily, Trinitie is 
struggling to manage the aftermath. Now Trinitie and Lee-Curtis must rebuild their 
congregation and reconcile their faith by all means necessary to make the biggest 
comeback that commodified religion has ever seen. Partially shot in faux-documentary 
style, this lively satire on for-profit religion explores both the on-camera desperation in 

image rebranding and the hard truths that fester behind the scenes.
Directed and written by Adamma Ebo
Produced by Adanne Ebo, Adamma Ebo
Starring Regina Hall and Sterling K. Brown

From the very beginning, Honk for Jesus. Save Your Soul shows the superficial and monetary-driven church 
couple, Trinitie and Lee Curtis, indulging in their expensive items. This exaggerated display of the church 
power couple is how some see the mega churches, but the film focuses not on the superficial but the internal 
struggles of the couple. It places the lens on devotion to the church and relationships. After watching 
the Sundance Film Festival movie, I assume that some people can relate to this situation and ask similar 
questions. 

Can religion save relationships? 
As the film shows, faith can help relationships but may not be enough to keep relationships if issues are not 
addressed or discussed. Trinitie struggles with Lee-Curtis’s fleshly desires and shame, primarily because of 
their love or the love she thinks they are barely hanging on. Like some people, Trinitie tries to seek guidance 
from her mother for her marital issues, and all her mother can focus on is the life Trinitie has created with 
her husband. She is also concerned about what the church may think and sees the divorce as a failure. 

Per a Newsweek article, Gallup polling found that men and women who kept attending church in 2020 
were 58 percent more likely to report their mental health as “excellent” compared with those who rarely or 
never attended. Similarly, married Americans were 51 percent more likely to say their mental health was 
“excellent,” compared with Americans who were not married. An example of this can be seen in this movie 
with Trinitie and Lee Curtis. Clearly, there are issues and internal struggles that threaten their relationship, 
but the couple still presents themselves as fine. 

Lee-Curtis even attempts to use baptism to cleanse his “sins,” but he struggles with his sexuality, which is the 
same thing that got him into the scandal and his congregation leaving the church pews. Like Trinitie, I can 
only deduce that Lee himself struggles with his martial issues because of his upbringing and family. Instead 
of relying on therapy and accepting his truth, he still wrestles with himself internally, in fear of losing his 
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Debra Hare-Bey is the Founder of International I Love 
Braids Day + Braid Love Brooklyn/International. As the 
CEO and Brand Director of OMhh Inc., a glamorously 
natural lifestyle brand, a celebrity natural stylist with 
over 2 decades of experience, a Master Pioneer 
awardee, and Beauty Editor of World Bride 
Magazine and Contributing Journalist for Hype 
Hair Magazine, Debra is the premier  source 
for braided hair. As a strong natural hair 
advocate, she was 1 of 4 people to change 
the NY Cosmetology License in NY state 
to include Natural Hair Styling and serves 
as a Proctor for the NYS Natural Hair 
Styling License Board of Cosmetology. 

For more information, visit
www.OhMyHeavenlyHair.com

Hair | Debra Hare Bey
OMhh Beauty Oasis, Brooklyn

@_omhhredroom

Royal | @TrishKJ
Photography | @iamNayMarie

Makeup | i_AmberJade

Hair 
Feature

COMMUNITY 
SPOTLIGHT: 
DEREGULATION OF THE NYS 
NATURAL HAIR STYLING LICENSE
From Debra Hare Bey, a proud licensed Braider and one of 4 
women that helped to create the Natural Hair License in NYS:

It has come to our attention that the NYS Hairstyling License is being deregulated. 
This attempt to remove the NYS Hairstyling License is a racial act that will cause a 
detrimental ripple effect within our community. 

Did you know NYS was the first state to be licensed? If the License is deregulated that would 
leave Natural Hair Stylists and Braiders no options to practice their profession in a professional 
environment/salon. Braiders and Natural Hair Stylists would be forced to go to cosmetology 
school for twice the cost and time to be licensed. And, this is the kicker, cosmetology school 
DOES NOT teach texture. The texture is not included in the curriculum. 

As we are making tremendous strides in the natural hair community, as you know, the House 
passes the Crown Act banning discrimination against Black hairstyles.

We are facing an immense setback if deregulation is allowed to move forward.
Continued on Page 11
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The mind is an extraordinary interface to experience multi-dimensional phenomena. 
Have you had occasions where you think of someone and then they call or text you 
almost immediately after that? When lightning happens, the sight, sound, and feel of 
that electric explosion can be experienced quite some distance away. Your brain has 
lightning storms called firing synapses. When someone thinks of you, and puts their 
body into motion to contact you, their brain and entire nervous system erupts in lightning 
attuned to your frequency. Thought travels faster than light. By the time they use their phones 
to contact you, your own spiritual technology been done told you they wanted to talk!

We have “unexplained” mental processes that happen regularly. Déjà vu, dreams, and intuition 
are a few examples that many people commonly experience. Have you ever considered developing 
one or more of those capacities into a practical tool? The same way we learn to use legs to 
stand, then walk, run, jump, flip, etc.; the same way we use hands to write, play instruments, 
do hair, construct building; the same way that our bodies started off unmanageable when we 
were babies, is the same way we can develop our mental abilities. It takes time, and practice, 
and diligence. Valuables will be broken, hurts will be had, failure will introduce itself, butt if 
you keep working at it, eventually you learn how to use the different equipment of your being.

Quantum physicists have reported that the observer has an effect on an experiment being 
observed (look up the double slit experiment). When unobserved, the experiment shows 
possibilities. When observed, it shows actualities. What that means is that the observer 
contributes to a potential thing becoming defined in reality. What you think about contributes 
to it happening!

Think about a magnifying glass being used to focus sunshine until it can burn something. Your 
mind is equivalent to sunshine, and your attention is the magnifying glass. You have to keep it 
steady, and at the proper perspective, in order to get the sunshine to ignite something. So what 
happens if you focus on the bad things that you see all day? What happens if you focus on the 
good you have experienced? Or stated another way, what happens to the flowers that receive 
sunshine?

With all that said, thoughts by themselves don’t get much done in the physical world! Some 
sort of action is required to stir a thought into the physical. You can think about accomplishing 
something all day, but until you “feel” like doing it, it probably won’t get done. Feelings generate 
the urge behind movement, discomfort and desire being the two major motivators in our lives. 
Maybe you’ve destroyed something because of anger. Maybe you’ve created something because 
of happiness. We feel hungry then get something to eat. We feel when we need to go to the 
bathroom. We feel sleepy. Look at how emotions can mean the difference between winning or 
losing a sports match, or battlefield, or relationship. A job done with passion is always superior 
in quality to one done with disinterest. It is a scientific fact that grandma’s love makes the food 
better!

At the root of the things we label as feelings are the chemical processes of the body. When 
you feel stressed, that’s adrenaline, cortisol, and norepinephrine. When you feel 
happy that’s endorphins, dopamine, and serotonin. To simplify chemistry, it’s about 

By  Jashua Sa’Ra
HEART AND MIND ARE A POWER COUPLE
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dCarrie is figuring things out one adventure at a time, occasionally sharing with the interwebs. Follow her podcast, Travel 
N Sh!t, at www.TravelNShitPodcast.com and on social media at @travelnshit_.

The literature we read can inspire us to 
want to visit certain places, both real 
and imaginary. In a recent episode of 
my podcast, Travel N Sh!t, I discussed 
some of the ways I’ve seen the places 

I’ve visited reflected in stories and pieces 
of literature I’ve consumed over the years.  
One of my favorites was a tree outside the 
window of my room in Casablanca, Morocco.  
It reminded me of the window and tree the 
kid in a childhood favorite book, It Didn’t 
Frighten Me, glanced through each night. A 
close second was the lone cottage in a green 
pasture nestled below the French Pyraneese 
that reminded me of the landscape I imagined 
while reading Tess of the d’Urbervilles.  

Outside of what I’ve experienced first-hand 
are also the adventures I’ve longed for. Reading 
about fictional characters and their struggles 
in environments that exist in the real world 
often makes me curious about how I’d fare 
on their terrain. Recently, it’s inspired me to 
reflect not just on my surroundings, but more 
to the core of who I am. 

Until recently, when thinking of living abroad, 
I’ve only wondered what my experience of 
Blackness and quality of life would be wherever 
I decided to settle down. After 
reading What It Means To 
Be An American by James 
Baldwin, I was inspired 

to question my experience of self outside of my 
Blackness. Baldwin details how his experience 
of being American quickly overshadowed 
any racial barriers he’d previously perceived 
between himself and white Americans in 
the same European emigrant experience. My 
curiosity had been piqued. Outside of the 
beautiful and rich culture that shapes how I 
interact with and experience the world, who 
I am in quiet moments of self was now top-
of-mind. Consciously or subconsciously 
wondering if certain treatment or attention 
was in response to the color of my skin has 
generally been an important consideration in 
interactions with new cultures in my travels. 
But once I’m able to metaphorically lay 
down the burden of race being a factor in my 
treatment, I’m able to sit with how dynamic I 
can be. 

I haven’t come to any groundbreaking 
conclusions just yet, but I have opened 
myself to allowing each new destination the 
opportunity to present those quiet moments. I 
invite you to join. 

If you’ve ever been interested in moving 
abroad, sign up to be emailed (https://bit.
ly/TNSliveevent) when you can join the 

conversation on the experience of 
life abroad outside of Blackness 

LIVE this summer. 

By  dCarrieWHO AM I OUTSIDE OF MY BLACKNESS?
Solo TravelWHAT I CAN OFFER:
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(Continued on Page 30)
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Janelle Naomi is a passionate educator of ten years who has taught preschool, elementary school, and 
middle school. Keep up with Janelle’s endeavors via her website JanelleNaomi.com. | @JanelleNaomi

Sankofa is a word from the Akan people of Ghana. It is commonly used in spaces of 
matriculation and historical scholarship in the context of encouraging people to share 
the knowledge of the past to show a certain level of consciousness. This consciousness 
has value and the more one has of it, in certain communities, the more valuable they 
are considered within the community. Knowledge of our rich collective history is a 
treasure and it should be held in high regard. White “superiority” culture has made 
us ahistorical and culturally dissonant. Those who have a dedication to learning and 
gathering information in our community are seen as heroes, however I posit that the 
greatest value of historical information is the application of it. 

We must shift to making the connection to the now for our young people so that the 
knowledge has relevance and importance. In this way, we can also be open to the reality 
and interpretation of the knowledge from the eyes of our youth. The work of Sankofa 
is not just to “go back” but also “to fetch it” [the meaning of Sankofa is “go back and 
fetch it”]. If we fetch the knowledge of the past, we must grapple with it in the here 
and now, then make way for the application of it in the present and the future. 

One of the ways that the Sankofa symbol is represented is as a mythical bird 
that is flying forward and looking backward with an egg in its mouth. It 
is flying forward as a movement, an action in the here and now. It is 
looking backward as the act of study of the past and in its mouth 
is an egg, which is representative of the future. We often forget 
the egg. The egg is the power because within the egg is unborn 
youth, the untapped potential, the actual power. 

The egg is the smallest part of the Sankofa Bird 
symbol, but it is the most powerful part. So too, 
are our youth, the most powerful parts of our 
diasporic community. Be empowered to make 
connections with younger generations, to 
make relevant the knowledge of the past, 
and to make applicable learned strategy 
and wisdom for our future so our 
community can be sustained and 
thrive.

By  Janelle Naomi

SANKOFA -- GO BACK BUT DON’T FORGET TO ALSO GO FORWARD
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Cosmetology is the coveted license and the NYS Hairstyling License has no value? 
WE BEG TO DIFFER and not politely! 

We need your help. Spread the word. Share our story. We need every politician to hear our 
voices to STOP the DEREGULATION of the NYS Natural Hair Styling License. 

This is an urgent matter that requires swift, clear actions. The letter below details the support 
and strengthens maintaining the NYS Natural Hair Styling License.

To address the deregulation, we have formed the Natural Hairstyle and Braid Coalition, 
@the_nhbc on Instagram. The Coalition is dedicated to making the license more accessible and 
affordable to the masses. 

There are 3 Bills to deregulate the NYS Natural Hair License: 

A04606 Summary:
BILL NO A04606 
SAME AS SAME AS S05114
SPONSOR Hunter
COSPNSR Fernandez
https://nyassembly.gov/leg/?default_fld=%0D%0A&leg_
video=&bn=A04606&term=0&Summary=Y&Actions=Y&Text=Y

Senate Bill S5114
Roxanne J. Persaud (D) 19TH SENATE DISTRICT
https://www.nysenate.gov/legislation/bills/2021/s5114

9008/part4/partW (Omitted from the budget bill)
https://nyassembly.gov/2022budget/2022files/A9008b.pdf
This came from the Governor’s office. We are not sure who introduced the bill. 9008/part4/
partW This bill was removed for the Ways and Means budget and added a new license that 
would bring in a salon assistant and completely removed the NYS Natural Hair Styling License. 

Please share this information with anyone you think can help and join us Instagram at @the_
nhbc for updates. Let’s stop the deregulation of the NYS Natural Hair License. 

Please sign the petition:
https://www.change.org/p/teach-texture-education-curls-coils-in-cosmetology-schools-
stop-deregulation-of-the-natural-hair-stylist-license-natural-haircare-andstyling-braids-
locks-twist-coils-and-weaving-include-a-diverse-range-of-textures-on-the-state-board-

Deregulation of the NYS Natural Hair Styling License(Cont’d from Pg 7)1 1

http://instagram.com/janellenaomi
http://nstagram.com/the_nhbc
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https://nyassembly.gov/2022budget/2022files/A9008b.pdf
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WE ARE THE MOST VIBRANT PEOPLE. WE LOOK GOOD IN ALL COLORS, INCLUDING THE REFLECTION 
OF ALL COLORS (WHITE) AND THE ABSORPTION OF ALL COLORS (BLACK). THESE ARE OUR STORIES.

PHOTOGRAPHY & RETOUCHING | KIM L. FRASER- @IAMFRASERK
ROYAL, STYLIST, HAIR | CHRISSY R. - @CHRISSYTHEVOCALIST
MAKEUP | ASHLEY WEBB - @ASHLEYWEBBEAUTY 
WARDROBE| HOT POINT - @HOTPOINTFASHION
LOCATION | BROOKLYN, NY  

COLORS



Photography & Production | Bymsha Browne 
Photography - @BymshaBrownePhotography

Royal | Kizzy @kyssiwolf
Makeup, Hair, Creative Direction, Flower Crown, 

Wardrobe | Nori Rane - @Norirane 
Accessories | @Copperchocolate

Production & Lighting Assistant | Louisa - 
@complexsolo

Location | Brooklyn, NY

Photography & Production | Bymsha Browne 
Photography - @BymshaBrownePhotography

Royal, Dress & Jewelry Designs | Eki @Ekifamous 
Hair, Makeup | Nori Rane - @Norirane

Gold Skirt | Jacques Louis - @jacqueslouisjlc
Production Assistant | Nory - @Nycnory

Location | Brooklyn, NY



SO FAB
Photography | Jay Stork - @jc_photography1914
Royal | Jasmine Britton - qu33nja
Location | Dallas, TX

Photography & Production | Bymsha Browne Photography - 
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Royal | Janelle Naomi - @janellenaomi
Makeup, Styling | Nori Rane - @Norirane

Copper Glasses | - @Copperchocolate
Styling & Production Assistant | Nory - @Nycnory

Location | Brooklyn, NY



(Main & Page 20 Top Right) Extra-Terrestrial
Photography, Hair, Makeup, Wardobe, Stylist | Danielle Christian - @djenedesigns
Royal | Taylor Branch | @notthehistorian , Location | Brooklyn, NY
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(Bottom Right) A Colors Show
Photography, Hair, Makeup, Wardobe, Stylist | Danielle Christian - @djenedesigns

Royal | Andréa Christian - @ditzydre , Location | Medford, NY



Earth’s Pot is the place where you kiss your tastebuds & experience flavors in layers. Join them on Instagram at 
@Earth’sPotLLC.

Ingredients
2 Cups of Dried Black Beans (soak overnight)
1 Cup Red Quinoa
2 Sprigs of Fresh Cilantro, Parsley, & Dill
1 Cup Spelt Flour
1 Roma or Plum Tomato
1 Bunch of Dandelion Greens
1 Medium Onion
¾ Oz of Edible Flowers
1 Tbsp Ground Coriander
1 Tsp Garlic Powder and Onion Powder
3 Cloves of Fresh Garlic
Pretzel buns
Prep (1 hour)
Black Beans: In a medium pot of water, add 
black beans, garlic, cilantro, parsley, dill, 
coriander, garlic powder, onion powder, ½ of 
onion, and place on medium-high heat. Let 
cook for 35-40 minutes. Drain ¾ of liquid 
and mash out or add to food processor and 
pulse until slightly smooth with a bit of 
texture for bite.
Quinoa: In a small pot, add quinoa and 1½ 
cup of water. Cook until shells crack and 
quinoa becomes slightly fluffy, let cool, and 
set to the side.
Directions (30 minutes)
Roughly chop dandelion greens and edible 
flowers (remove remainder of stems). Thinly 
slice the remainder of onion and put onion 
in water. Thinly slice tomato. Set to the side. 
Gently fold quinoa into black beans while 
gradually adding ½ cup spelt flour. Shape 
into patties and coat with the remainder of 
spelt flour. In a large skillet or pan, place 
patties in grapeseed oil to cook on medium-
high heat. Cook for 5-7 minutes on each side. 
Toast bun and assemble burger. Salt to taste.

FLORAL BLACK BEAN QUINOA BURGER (SERVINGS: 5-6)
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Synopsis: Set in the high-stakes world of women’s 
college basketball, Long Slow Exhale stars Rose 
Rollins, Lyric Bent, Josh Lucas, and Ian Harding. 
The drama follows J.C. Abernathy (Rollins), a 
successful Head Coach of a competitive women’s 
college basketball team who finds herself in the 
middle of a potentially career-shattering sexual 
abuse scandal. As she tries to find the truth 
among the many secrets she uncovers, she has 
to make hard decisions that will affect her, her 
family, and the team of female athletes who all 
rely on her.

If you’re not familiar with Rose Rollins, let’s 
bring you from under the rock and get you 
familiar. Rollins is amazing as head coach, 
J.C. Abernathy on Spectrum Original’s smash 
series, Long Slow Exhale. Taji Mag had the 
pleasure to enjoy a brief chat with Rollins 
about her time as Coach Abernathy.

Taji Mag (TM): Without spoiling anything, what can you tell us about J.C. Abernathy?

Rose Rollins (RR): Where do I start? She is a very complicated woman. She leads with 
strength. Obviously, she’s gotta whole lot on her plate that she kind of effortlessly handles 
until she’s just blindsided by so much at once, so many issues and a major scandal. So it 
kind of throws her off her game. And, she’s compassionate. She’s flawed. She makes a few 
major mistakes, but I think that the most important part is not about the mistakes she 
makes. It’s what she does and how she goes about remedying and correcting those mistakes 
and redeeming herself. I think that’s important, you know, it’s how you take accountability 
for what you do in life.

TM: Absolutely! How did you prepare for this role? Were you able to speak with any other 
women head coaches?

Continued on Page 26
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New York is the largest American city by population. 
It is also one of the loneliest. Many people migrate to 
the Big Apple to go to school or to pursue careers, 
moving away from the comfort and familiarity of 

family and friends. Ask the average New Yorker about dating 
or other social interactions, and they will spin for you a tale 
of perilous woe. Even folks who are coupled up may report 
difficulties with intimacy, as demanding work schedules and 
grueling commutes often leave partners too exhausted to comfort 
one another. 

Cuddle Therapy may offer a salve. According to Nirvana of @cuddletherapynyc, Cuddle Therapy 
is a “touch modality that occupies the space between sexual and platonic;” sessions can last 
for 15 minutes or several hours, consisting of a range of physical and emotional contact. “Eye 
gazing” for example Is a technique where the client sits and faces the therapist, with their legs 
intertwined, and simply stares forward either into the eyes or at the forehead of the therapist, 
accompanied by light caressing of the hands and thighs.  

“Hugging and other forms of nonsexual touching cause your brain to release oxytocin, known 
as  the ‘bonding hormone.’ This stimulates the release of other feel-good hormones, such as 
dopamine and serotonin, while reducing stress hormones, such as cortisol and norepinephrine”  
(dignityhealth.org).  

Simply put: touch is good for you. But modern detractors have labeled Cuddle Therapy as a 
form of sex work, which has precluded many from enjoying its healing benefits. “Spooning” 
is perhaps the most popular Cuddle Therapy technique, as well as the most criticized. Yes, the 
touching is platonic, but any intimate touching may create a pocket of sexual energy which can 
expand throughout the course of a  session. Statistics also suggest that Cuddle Therapy is far 

more effective when the client is attracted to the therapist. This space between 
plutonic and sexual intimacy must be navigated carefully, but it must be 

traversed in order for the session to have any value for the client. Many 
clients express frustration after their sessions that they were not 
able to act on their instinctive sexual drive. It may be necessary for 
cuddle therapists to suggest enhanced self-care in order to augment 
the therapy session. Private masturbation is the obvious solution; 
but bubble baths, long walks, and aromatherapy are also effective 
means of coming down from the high of snuggling with someone 

you are attracted to. 

Cuddling with a complete stranger of choice is inherently erotic. A 
successful Cuddle Therapist has to sell sex expertly, to an extent, while also 

HEALING WITH HUGS OR 
SOFTCORE PROSTITUTION?
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Jehriko Turner is an Adjunct Lecturer of English for CUNY and co-host of The B Dorm Podcast (Righteous Media). 
Instagram & Twitter: @jehrikoturner | Jehrikoturner@gmail.com

reiterating 
that the 
e x p e r i e n c e 
will not lead to 
intentional sexual 
stimulation. Selling one’s 
physical appearance isn’t 
unique to this field of course. 
Despite the expertise they may 
carry – real estate agents, lawyers, 
bartenders – many professionals 
achieve a higher level of success when 
they put work into how they present 
themselves. The difference here, is the physical 
contact, and the implications carried with it – a 
significant challenge for this industry to overcome. 

We live in an increasingly isolated society, exacerbated 
by COVID and the proliferation of social media.  Loneliness 
and touch deprivation have been classified as diseases by 
some medical professionals in the sense that they can lead to 
premature death. If Cuddle Therapy can shake its negative stigma, 
it may  offer an effective solution. 



RR: Cynthia Cooper. To be exact! Yeah. She 
was with me every step of the way and I couldn’t 
imagine it being anyone else. It was actually 
quite intimidating, especially on game days, 
where she’d be like, “all right, this is how you 
do it. You do this. Yo, yo, yo, come here.” You 
know? And I’m like, how am I supposed to do 
that?? That’s not what I’m going to do. I actually 
intentionally had to create J.C.’s dynamic that 
was a lot different from hers, just so that I don’t 
get in my head about how miserably I’m failing 
at what she’s doing. So I chose to do the exact 
opposite and that’s a true story!

TM: That’s actually excellent though, you did an 
amazing job! Were there any other challenges 
in preparing for this role that you came across?

RR: Yeah, just, um, the rawness in certain 
moments. The true honest moments that J.C. 
has. You can’t play those moments unless you 
are truthful in your own truth. That’s really 
hard to do sometimes because you know, 
human nature, we like to hide, right? Or we 
like to show you what we want to show you, 
but when you’re forced to be like, here I am, 
here’s my truth, it’s scary as hell. So that was 
definitely the biggest challenge.

TM: What do you hope the audience will 
receive from watching Long Slow Exhale?

RR: That you are heard, you are seen. We are 
fighting for you. Don’t be afraid to stand up. 
Your time is now.

You can binge Long Slow Exhale right 
now on Spectrum Originals and join the 
conversation via Twitter.

Rose Rollins Rocks Long Slow Exhale as Head Coach Abernathy (Con’d from Pg 21)

towards building financial sustainability, they remain living paycheck-to-paycheck, 
and nowadays, job-to-job as layoffs are as common as vaccine commercials. 
Credit can actually be used to get out of debt—even if you have credit card 
debt! How? All you need is a decent credit score (680+) and monthly 
income. 

Follow this seven-step strategy and in 12-36 months, 
you will not only eliminate  sizable debt, but you’ll 
also create a credit line coffer you 
Continued on page 29

“Most believe you need a job to create income. We’ve never been taught 
how  to position ourselves to have a healthy five-to-six figure line of 
total credit that can be used as a tool to creating a path toward financial 
sustainability.” 
~ From ’A Pot to Piss In: Intergenerational Wealth Planning for Black People’  written by 
M’Bwebe Ishangi

Real sustainability comes once you close your savings account and use credit as your safety net 
instead. When we think of credit, most hate it or are scared of it. Some see the use of credit as a 
moment of euphoria—when you purchase that vacay to Cancun—but then come crashing down 
when the bill is due a month later. And if not paid in full, there’s interest.  

Because of this, many see credit as a slippery slope towards debt, and after getting hit a few times 
with interest and late fees, they choose not to deal with credit at all—which adds additional 
damage to your credit score. It isn’t until you want to purchase a car or buy a home that you 
wish you knew better. 

Fact is, cash is no longer king, credit is. But because most don’t know how to use it as a tool 

By  M’Bwebe Ishangi, Cryptowoke Financial Sustainability Movement

USE CREDIT TO PAY OFF DEBT WHILE 
BUILDING WEALTH IN 7 STEPS
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ANIMEHIPHOP.COM

SCHEDULED FOR RELEASE IN SUMMER 2022, KISHI AND THE ISLAND OF DREAMS FOLLOWS KISHI, WHO MUST EMBARK 
ON AN EPIC JOURNEY TO THE DREAM PORTAL TO INITIATE HIS POWERS. HE IS PART OF A TRIBE PROTECTING 

THE OLD WAYS IN A NEW GENERATION OF PEOPLE LOST TO THE  CONCEPTS OF THE PAST. 

      FEATURED COMIC/GRAPHIC NOVEL  
“THE FIERCE GODDESS”
Craig C | @CraigCTheArtist
craigctheartist.carbonmade.com
Houston, Texas



Jashua Sa-Ra is a communications artist that uses hosting, writing, graphic design, wholistic healing, and workshops to 
contribute to a healthy functioning community. www.JASHUASARA.com | @Earthiopian

electron motion (e-motion), or lack thereof. Our body 
is mostly composed of water, which allows electrons 
to move freely (the basis of pH). Water molecules 
organize themselves based on what vibrations they 
come in contact with. Thoughts are subtle vibrations 
that affect all the water systems in our bodies. The 
water’s movement in response is what we describe as 
our feelings.

The rhythm of a heartbeat is in response to the 
ever-changing chemical properties of the blood, 
as well as breathing, which are both related to 
how we feel. When the heart beats, it produces an 
electromagnetic pulse (EMP). The pulse is strong 
enough to be measured in the brain activity of people 
around 6-10 feet away. That means the emotional 
states we experience have a measurable effect on 
the surrounding environment. You can literally feel 
someone’s fear or love electromagnetically, and it 
can cause in you a similar response (resonance). 
We know the difference between a person who says 
something positive but doesn’t seem to believe/
embody it themselves, versus someone who seems to 
radiate positivity and naturally inspires us. Flowers 
without water lose their beauty very quickly.

There’s an experiment done with rice and water, 
inspired by the works of Dr. Masaru Emoto. Cooked 
rice is placed into three glass jars. On one jar an 
affirming word is written (e.g. love), on another 
one is written something destructive (e.g. hate), and on the third, nothing is written. Every 
day the experimenter says something nice to the first jar, something mean to the second, and 
completely ignores the third. The common end result after several weeks is that the first rice 
is well preserved, and starts to ferment into something like rice wine. The second jar has 
mold all over it and has discolored badly. The third jar, however, is the worst of all. It often 
turns completely black, and has the look of death and decay. A lot can be inferred from these 
results, but I’d like to point out that even negative emotions gives more energy than ignoring a 
thing completely. But obviously, affirmative energy gives the best results for well-being. Apply 
that concept to children. Apply that concept to yourself and speak life into your own greatest 
possibilities becoming defined.

A focused attention, amplified by loving emotions is the surest way to achieve fulfillment. 
Whatever you give your shining thoughts and watery feelings to is what will thrive. Be intentional 
about what you grow in the gardens of your life!

3 0Heart and Mind are a Power Couple (Cont’d from Page 10)

would never see working a job in your lifetime: 

1. Access your debt amount. 
2. Find a lending institution and apply.
3. Use the loan to pay credit card debt by way of 
a balance transfer. This will zero out debt and if 
managed right, if you pay future balances in full, 
you’ll never pay an interest rate. 
4. Zero to low credit card utilization boosts your 
credit score. 
5. 2-3 months later credit score should be 
significantly higher. Apply for a new credit card. 
6. Apply for another credit card in six months. Your 
credit limit should be even higher! 
7. Repeat steps 5 and 6 every six months. 

Simply put, a healthy credit limit is your safety 
net, something a job will NEVER  provide! Ask 
yourselves, how long would it take to save $100,000? 
It’s impossible to do! With credit, you can in as little 
as two years!  
Want to learn more? In order to do so requires a will 
to forgo what you’ve been taught. I invite you to join 
the Cryptowoke Financial Sustainability Movement 
where I show you ways to live off your savings and 
investments without falling victim to job loss or 
being taken advantage of in money markets rigged 
to fail.  

Break the cycle of generational poverty! Get 
@Cryptowoke and learn how to live off 
your savings and investments. Change not 
only your future, change your bloodlines!

Join the Cryptowoke Financial Sustainability 
Movement 
M’Bwebe Ishangi, Founder 
cryptowokemovement@gmail.com 
cryptowokemovement.com 

Use Credit to Pay Off Debt While Building Wealth in 7 Steps (Cont’d from Page 25)2 9
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BreathIN Skincare and Aromatherapy | www.shanaenicole.com
   Natural, luxurious skincare essentials, crafted with quality, fair-trade and free of preservatives

KOSMIK COLLECTIONS, LLC | www.kosmikcollections.com
   Kosmik jewelry art made of crystals & more, uniquely made for the bold

Bassment Entertainment, Inc. | www.bassmententertainment.com
   Bringing you Flava, Impact and Style via Event Promotion and DJ Services

Earth’s Cabinet LLC | www.instagram.com/earthscabinetllc
   Custom tonics, teas, mineral rich supplements, and skincare, all 100% organic

A Taste of T Salon | www.atotsalon.com
   A private suite salon, specializing in locs, hair color, and wig repair services

Elan by Uri. | www.elanbyuri.com
   Home decor company offering tableware, custom pillows and design services

Adeyemi Artistry | www.adeyemiartistry.com
   The place for your poetic greeting cards and poetry/creative writing programming for the youth

Lovely Leo Skincare | www.lovelyleoskincare.com
   Feed Your Skin with Lovely Leo Skincare’s Heavenly Whipped Body Butters - @lovelyleoskincare

IcyConnections | www.icyconnections.com
   Tailor-made garments with show-stopping appeal - @icyconnections_store

Black Beard Brigade Grooming Co. | www.blackbeardbrigade.com
   Offering the perfect solution leaving your skin and beard looking healthier than ever

Ancestral Strands | www.ancestralstrands.com
   Braid shop and brand specializing in traditional and modern African Braid styles

Melanin On The Map | www.melaninonthemap.com
   An app dedicated to travelers of color for information, inspiration, and motivation to explore

Crown Inspired | www.instagram.com/crowninspired
   Crown Inspired™ is a lifestyle brand that produces parasols, umbrellas and detached hoods

Your Queens | www.instagram.com/yourqueens.ent
   The first African Royalty Character and Costume Entertainment Company

Bronx Bound Books | www.bronxboundbooks.com 
   Bronx Bound Books is a bookmobile traveling to various locations hosting literacy events
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Photography | NayMarie - @iamnaymarie
Royal | Ieda Favo - @iedafavo
Makeup | Coco - @__brushqueen
Adornments | Adorned In Taji - @adornedintaji
Queens, New York
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http://www.bronxboundbooks.com
http://podcasts.apple.com/us/podcast/travel-n-sh-t-podcast/id1438869765?mt=2 
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